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After paying Lorenzo to get Zura back, the crew is in an uproar upon realizing that they've been

finessed out of their money. Now with their pockets a tad lighter, and no Zura, her sisters and the

men are prepared to destroy everything in their path.Lorenzo has just lit the fire inside of Lyrical, but

not in a good way. Lyrical has been hiding skeletons in her closet that not even her sisters were

aware of. But now that the beast in her has been forced to resurface, everyone is about to find out

who Lyrical Santiago really is. With Lyrical now able to be herself, she and Waseem may become a

force to be reckoned with. Bilal and Gia feel they are solely responsible for the storm that's shaken

their lives and the lives of people they love. Now, the young couple are determined to make things

right. For Bilal, Zura's disappearance hits too close to home. But is it close enough to make him tap

out of the street life for good, or will it just pull him in deeper? Whichever he decides, it's no question

that his queen, Gia, is gonna stand right beside him, guns blazing if need be.Can they get their lives

back on track, or will ZuraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s kidnapping wake up beasts inside them that not even her

reappearance can contain? Things are about to get hectic with the crew, and you will witness pure

hood love at its finest.
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Lyrical definitely redeemed herself in this book! Her whole attitude changed and things were

revealed about her that people would have never guessed. I ended up truly loving her character in

this book. Inga was a sneaky little chick. She was checking for Wise, but was soon going to realize

that she better not look any of the brothers ways. The girls did not play about them. Gia and Bilal

were something else in this book. I was glad when Gia revealed somethings to him. Her head was

real bad in this book, but she got herself together with the help of the ones around her. Zura and Zo

are truly made for each other. That man would go to war for his girl and this book proved he would

not allow anyone to hurt her whether they are male or female. I was so happy with the ending of this

book. Everyone that ever hurt those girls were dealt with and they were able to live their lives

happy!!!

Even though there were a couple of errors I enjoyed It, Bilal didn't play about Gia, Her Mom and

steppop deserved every bullet, So Glad he's going to be ok, Lyrical was low key crazy, She didn't

play about her sisters or Waseem, Zo And Zura held each other down also, happy couples all in the

family, Uncle Yusef didn't play either don't come for family, I hope Max son don't grow up and try to

get revenge, Big Red old a** should have been dealt with, How did Inga think she had Seem where

she wanted him

This story had love, drama and action and I loved every bit of it. Hate to say it but Big Red needed

to go. All three of these girls were savages when needed be. I liked the new lyrical in this book

compared to the first part. She didn't play about her sisters or her man. I loved the bond between

the sisters as well as the bond between the brothers. They all looked out for each other

I love the bond the Sisters have, in this day and age its so much backstabbing and jealousy.

Refreshing to read about their great friendships. My favorite couple of this series are back and

Pregger. I'm warming up to Lyric now, understanding sometimes we can be a product of our past.

YES LAWDT, Big Red's ass got just what warranted!!!!! I cant until the Prequel.

Sometimes your series trick me because I'm not sure if there ever really done. Like I feel like there's



way more to these stories. I do see that you're going to do a prequel so I will be waiting for that to

come. It's really sad what happened with Max but you can't play with people.

Yes this was so good through their obstacles they still came out on top. Im glad the girls found them

some good men to help them through even though they had it rough they was loyal an true to each

other as if they was real sisters u couldnt tell them they wasnt.FELICIA

Captured and held my attention from beginning to end! I love the fact that the brothers were faithful

and devoted to their women, despite the fact they were street dudes, which made this story even

better! Come on Aug 15th I need the Prequel

Despite all the drama thee three couples held it down for one another. Everything came full circle in

the end no questions was left in answered.All in all this was an drama filled action packed read

which I like in the books I read.
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